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Legal

June 23, 2014

Liability in the Lab: UCLA Case Sends a
Signal to Universities

By Paul Basken

Prosecutors in Los Angeles reached a plea agreement on Friday in

their criminal case against a University of California chemistry

professor over the accidental death of a student researcher,

putting an opaque ending on a landmark legal pursuit credited

with pushing lab-safety improvements on university campuses

nationwide.

The UCLA professor, Patrick G. Harran, accepted penalties that

include 800 hours of community service and the threat of

resumed legal proceedings in the event of new lab-safety

violations over the next five years, but no jail time.

The settlement and the likely avoidance of a trial, five years after

the accident that killed Sheharbano (Sheri) Sangji and two years

after criminal charges were filed, left the victim’s family deeply

disappointed.

"A trial would have brought about serious change, overnight, that

a settlement really cannot achieve," said Ms. Sangji’s sister,

Naveen F. Sangji, a general-surgery resident at Massachusetts

General Hospital who has served as a family spokeswoman.

Independent safety advocates, however, were considerably less

pessimistic about the ultimate effect of the case. Several agreed

that universities' research laboratories still remain more

dangerous than their corporate counterparts. Yet they also

expressed confidence that the impetus for improvement brought

by the first filing ever of criminal charges over a fatal university lab

accident has not been diluted by the plea bargain.

"It’s not an insignificant penalty that he’s paying," said James A.
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Kaufman, a retired chemistry professor who heads a lab-safety

training institute.

The case was felt deeply across academe, said Nathan P. Watson,

whose company provides lab-research-management services, and

"I don’t think the effect has all been lost."

Inexperienced and Unprotected

Mr. Harran, who is now 44, heads a UCLA laboratory that explores

disease-fighting properties in naturally occurring molecules.

Sheharbano Sangji was 23 when she was badly burned in the lab

on December 29, 2008. The accident occurred as she handled a

syringe containing tert-Butyllithium, a compound that ignites

spontaneously in air. Ms. Sangji was relatively inexperienced and

was wearing a synthetic-fiber sweatshirt that burned quickly.

Prosecutors offered evidence that she was given little training and

no protective lab coat. She died of her injuries 18 days later in a

specialized burn center.

Naveen Sangji repeatedly flew to Los Angeles in the years after the

accident to help press the legal case against both Mr. Harran and

the University of California. Judge Shelly B. Torrealba of the

Superior Court of California in Los Angeles approved a deal in July

2012 that ended charges against the university in return for its

adopting new lab-safety measures and establishing a $500,000

scholarship in the name of Sheharbano Sangji.

Another judge in the same court, George G. Lomeli, on Friday

accepted the legal settlement with Mr. Harran, who faced up to 4.5

years in prison if tried and convicted on the charges brought

against him. Mr. Harran has avoided any public comment in the

case. After Naveen Sangji made a 50-minute presentation on the

impact of her sister’s death on her family, the judge doubled the

prosecution’s suggestion of 400 hours of community service.

The most serious penalty facing Mr. Harran, however, appears to

be the need to avoid any lab-safety violations for five years, with

quarterly reports to the court by state safety inspectors. Under

that pressure, "he has an extremely tough row to hoe over the next

five years," said Neal R. Langerman, a former associate professor
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of chemistry at Utah State University who now heads Advanced

Chemical Safety, a consulting firm.

The family disagrees, seeing it as "a fairly easy agreement to

comply with," Naveen Sangji said. But Mr. Kaufman, Mr. Watson,

Mr. Langerman, and other safety experts said criminal pursuit of

Mr. Harran had already achieved about as much as could be

reasonably expected from the legal system in terms of forcing

change on university campuses.

Holding Universities Responsible

The key now, said Janet D. Stemwedel of San Jose State University,

is for universities and their financial backers to shift the

expectation of safety from individuals to departments and entire

organizations. Universities could do that through rules that

include barring departments with poor safety records from

accepting new graduate students, said Ms. Stemwedel, an

associate professor of philosophy with a doctorate in physical

chemistry who studies research practices.

Mr. Kaufman suggested going a step further by holding the

organizational head, such as a university president, legally liable

for fatal lab accidents. Employees who don’t get on board should

be fired, said Mr. Kaufman, a retired professor of chemistry at

Curry College who now serves as president and chief executive

officer of the Laboratory Safety Institute.

"That’s harsh talk, and academic institutions don’t like it," he said,

"but the places that have the best safety programs make working

safely a condition of employment."

Mr. Watson, president and chief executive officer at BioRAFT,

which provides laboratory-management services, said he sees the

process of improving university lab safety as a series of stages,

beginning with formal acts of compliance and liability mitigation.

The Harran case helped get most universities to that first stage,

but it has left most of them short of fully embracing the necessary

deep changes in cultural attitudes, he said.

The progression of universities into more meaningful stages is

likely to continue, Mr. Watson said. And a jail sentence for Mr.
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Harran might have even slowed the process, he said, by creating a

reaction on campuses that focused more on questions of justice

than on the need to deal with their own institutional behaviors.

Continued incidents such as the death last month of a technician

in an explosion in a petroleum-engineering lab on the Texas A&M

University campus in Qatar, and a science-lab explosion just last

week that injured a University of Minnesota graduate student in

Minneapolis, show the need for improvement remains deep, Mr.

Langerman said.

At the same time, the action by California prosecutors "has gotten

the attention of virtually every research chemist out there," even

in states that may seem more reluctant to pursue such cases, he

said. "This is precedent-setting, and now that the precedent is set,

you really do not want to test the water, because the water is

already boiling."

Naveen Sangji isn’t so sure. "We just hope that other young

people—researchers, students, scientists—are safer in the future

than Sheri was," she said.
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pnwangwu •  6 hours ago

A very difficult matter to manage. How do you measure and draw the line on

liability between the responsibility of the student/worker to exercise care and good

judgement, and the lab director/professor/university president duty to prevent

accidents? Is there room for "Act of Nature" on these cases?

Prof. Peter U. Nwangwu, Pharm.D.,Ph.D.
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whartz •  5 hours ago

Life is so precious, it's therefore a paradox not to apply standing research and

practice to any "risky" procedure to prevent bodily harm or death. Comparable to

any field of science, there is risk management research/literature, which as

mentioned by the author, has been effectively translated into practice by industry

leaders (even with edgy R&D labs) to prevent loss of people, property and the

environment (www@asse.org). And with respect, "an act of nature," is usually

used an excuse, to shift accountability, frequently resulting in "blaming and

faultfinding" vs. a systematic continuous improvement mindset. An excellent and

well referred source of literature is the "Journal of Safety Research, A Safety and

Health Research Forum, A Joint Publication of the National Safety Council
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Health Research Forum, A Joint Publication of the National Safety Council

http://www.nsc.org and Elsevier." Assoc. Prof. Wayne Hartz, Ph.D., CSP, Safety

Studies.

p.s Here's a link to the Journal- 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/s...
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pursuitofintegrity •  5 hours ago

How can anyone claim this should be treated as an "act of nature", when the

article clearly states the student was poorly trained and was not provided with a

protective lab coat. It's ironic that we hold ourselves out an educational institutions,

but turn out heads when faced with our responsibilities for educating, training and

protecting students from harm. Equally astonishing, is that we clearly have some

faculty more interested in their research than the educational component

(educating students now only in science but in how to conduct science safely).
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justanotherucprof  •  3 hours ago pursuitofintegrity

The article doesn't actually "clearly state" that: it says that the prosecutors

offered evidence of poor training and lack of a lab coat. But the facts would

have been established at trial, and since we don't have the plea agreement

we don't know if those facts remain in dispute (but it seems likely that they

do).
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profmomof1 •  3 hours ago

It seems unbelievable that in this day and age UCLA would not have required any

student/worker to undergo a basic 1-hour safety training that emphasizes the

need for a lab coat when working with chemicals like this. Or that she would not

have been exposed to such training while obtaining an undergraduate degree in

chemistry. Of course she knew she should be wearing one. I think what was going

is something I've seen often -- in a lab where a dangerous chemical/procedure

has been used for a long time and on a regular basis, the students/workers/faculty

all become relaxed about it and drop their vigilance. It can even become "uncool"

to show that you worry about safety. I think this case may wake up those labs to

the need to re-institute a respect for the potential danger in what they are doing.
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Reythia •  3 hours ago

see more

"Mr. Kaufman suggested going a step further by holding the organizational head,

such as a university president, legally liable for fatal lab accidents."

Right, because it TOTALLY makes sense to press potential future criminal

charges on a guy who has nothing whatsoever to do with the lab, didn't fail to

teach the grad student, and wasn't involved or present in any way. Because, you

know, accidents NEVER happen because someone knew what should be done,

but just didn't take the time and effort to do it right.

Look, this accident is a pretty clear piece of evidence that basic lab safety is not

followed in this one lab. It says nothing about why. Was it the university's lax

policies as a whole? Or just the one professor's? Or even just the one student's?

We have no idea, and it could have been any of the above.

Personally, I would set this on a department-scale level, not a full-college one, for

two pragmatic reasons. The first is that a lab safety routine is NOT the same for

all labs. My husband is an ocean chemist, working in a university lab. There's

absolutely no reason for him to wear a lab coat, since he doesn't work with

combustibles or anything else a lab coat would help with. On the other hand, as
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The safety training I've encountered in academia is only cursory and the rules are
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The safety training I've encountered in academia is only cursory and the rules are

not enforced. Industry is much more stringent.
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Allison Stelling •  an hour ago

One thing that's not being addressed is the cost- in both time and money- of

running a safe lab. Synthesis labs are expensive to install and run; millions of

dollars can be spent on equipment and paying qualified people to work. Doing

experiments with volatile reagents (and I've done a few myself, as an

undergraduate) takes time, caution, and supervision.

Organic chemists used to have the shortest life spans of all chemists. As an

undergraduate I read literature from the 1940s that discussed the "taste" of the

compounds made in the methodology section! This is strictly verboten nowadays.

Good science- esp. the sort of science that can go "boom"- cannot be rushed. It is

cautious and meticulous and quite frankly, slow and fairly expensive. From the

sound of it, Sheri was rushing as scale up reaction for reasons that are not clear-

but, there is intense pressure in academic labs to produce immediate results for

funding agencies. Perhaps we need to slow our pace- and explain why this is

necessary to our communities that fund us, who are increasingly accustomed to

instant gratification.
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